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Abstract— Data Mining is the process to pull out patterns from
large dataset. It purely based on statistics and artificial intelligence.
Data mining has performed great contribution in knowledge
discovery in the industries. It is upcoming research area. Data
mining has variety of applications in every field including science,
information technology, biology, medical science, Banking and
many more. This research paper is restricted to only bank
application. Predicting loan defaulters is at the core application in
every bank which offers loan to the customers. Against this
background classification and clustering these data mining
techniques can used to check loan defaulters. various classifiers
has used to classify loan applicants into classes like those who are
safe and hence get loan from bank and those who are risky so
can’t get loan. Clustering is also data mining technique of
partitioning given set of objects into disjoint clusters. Cluster
analysis is one of the major data analysis methods and can use in
bank for analyzing loan defaulters. Also it supports different
categories and several methods. This study mainly focuses on study
of loan applicants by using clustering approach. Here performance
of K-means algorithm, hierarchical clustering algorithm and EM
i.e. expectation maximization algorithm is measured. Data mining
tool used here is WEKA performances of algorithms are compared
on the basis of accuracy and running time.
Keywords— Data mining-means clustering, Hierarchical
clustering, EM, WEKA.

Today data mining is becoming popular research area. Data
mining supports set of techniques that can be used to extract
relevant and interesting knowledge from data. Data mining
techniques such ass association, rule mining, classification,
clustering and prediction.
As we know that banking industries have important role in the
economy .data mining help the banking industries to deal with
upcoming challenges in the economical conditions. To
provide loan to the customers is core application.
Clustering is a data mining technique use for making group of
abstract objects into classes of similar objects are grouped into
one cluster and dissimilar objects are grouped in another
cluster. Clustering is a data mining technique that have been
attracting a significant amount of research in science,
information technology field, medical science, image
processing, document classification ,clustering analysis is also
used in banking industries also. In this research paper we
worked on fundamental approach of clustering is that of
grouping similar data together.

I. INTRODUCTION
Day by day there is expensive growth of data. Data plays
important role for every business organizations, including
private, public, and government organizations. These
organizations are investing in building data warehouses that
contain millions of records but they are not getting good
returns. Basically data warehouse is a repository of huge
amount of data. This is stored under unified schema. But
hence organizations have rich data but poor knowledge. Due
to lack of knowledge they can not produce sufficient output.
Hence they need database analysis technique to extract useful
information from data and thus help for analysis and decision
making. Data mining is the process to extract knowledge and
pull out patterns from large datasets. It is also data analysis
technique which helps to discover previously unknown
information from data. Data mining and knowledge discovery
in database have attracting a significant amount of research in
all the fields.
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II. REQUIREMENTS OF CLUSTERING
Finds natural grouping of instances.
It deals with different types of attributes.
Minimal requirements for domain knowledge
It deals with outliers also.
High interpretability and usability.
Clusters are generated by arbitrary shapes.

III. CLUSTERING METHODS
1. Partitioning method: constructs various partitions of
database objects.
2. Hierarchical method: it creates hierarchical
decomposition of the set of data.
3. Density based method: it is based on connecting and
density functions.
4. Grid based method: based on multiple level
granularity structure.
5.

Model based method: a model is hypothesized for

each of the clusters and idea is to find best fit of that
model to each other.
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Many algorithms exist for clustering. This study mainly
focus on K-means algorithm which comes under partitioning
clustering, Hierarchical clustering algorithm which is of type
agglomerative and divisive and EM algorithm which is of
model based clustering.
IV. WEKA TOOL
In this research paper we used WEKA data mining tool.
WEKA aims to provide a comprehensive collection of
machine learning algorithms and data preprocessing tools to
researchers. It provides variety of algorithms for data mining
and machine learning. It is open source and freely available. It
is platform-independent. It is easily useable and easily
understandable tool.
Data file used for this research is bank database containing
customer’s data which are applying for home loan. Data file
“bank.arff” and includes 300 instances. As an illustration of
performing clustering in WEKA, we used implementation of
clustering algorithms to cluster the customers in this bank data
set, and to characterize the resulting customer segments.
Following Figure shows the main WEKA Explorer
interface with the bank data file when loaded.

Simple K-Means Algorithm
Number of Clusters: 2
Number of iterations: 5
Clustered Instances
0
1

111 ( 37%)
189 ( 63%)

II)

Hierarchical clustering:

Here data is not partitioned into clusters in a single step,
but it takes series of partitions which seeks to build a
hierarchy of clusters. In this paper we use agglomerative
approach for hierarchical clustering which start with
assigning data items into own clusters it means if we
have N items then we have N clusters, each of the cluster
I)

K-means clustering :

K-means is the most common partitioned clustering
algorithm. Which is used to partition n observations into
K clusters in which each observation belong to cluster
with nearest mean. It is simple, non supervised iterative
learning method. The idea behind classifying set of data

contains one item only. Then it finds the most similar pair
of clusters and merges them into a single cluster. Then it
computes similarities between new cluster and each of
the old Clusters. Repeat this until we will get a single
cluster with all items.
Following is the result of Hierarchical clustering:

objects into K number of clusters where K is fixed
initially.
This algorithm is easily implemented and have less
execution time. It first fix initial group centriods . Then
assign each object to the group that has closest centroid.

Number of Clusters: 2
Clusters Instances
0
299 (100%)
1

1 ( 0%)

Once all the objects are assigned it recalculate positions
of centriods. Again repeat the same process until
centroids not change.
Following are the results of K-means algorithm when
applied on bank database:
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduce the concept of data mining. This
study is limited to data mining technique clustering. Weka is
the data mining tool used for performing experiments on bank
database. The main aim of this paper is to provide detailed
introduction about clustering algorithms. From all available
clustering algorithms we selected K-means algorithm,
Hierarchical algorithm and EM algorithm. In this study we
V. EXPECTATION MAXIMIZATION ALGORITHM :
This is extension to K-means algorithm, which is based on
maximum likely hood concept. Here data set is usually model
with a fixed number of Gaussian distributions that are
initialized randomly and whose parameters are iteratively
optimized to fit better to the data set. EM algorithm
maximizes the likelihood function.EM algorithm assign data
to cluster with some probability. It gives probability model for
distributions. It can calculate cluster membership probability

found that K-means is simplest algorithm as compared to
others hence it is widely used for clustering. This method
minimizes cluster squared error. It is fast and easier to
understand. It is relatively efficient. But it is not able to
handle noisy data and outliers.
Hierarchical clustering results are usually presented in the
form of dendrogram. Representation of dendrogram is easy to
understand for small datasets but it really hard to understand
in case of large datasets.
EM algorithm work we well in case of overlapping data. Time

for any instance.
Following is the result of EM algorithm:
Number of Clusters: 2

taken to build model using K-means clustering is less than
clustering method. This work can be concluding by stating
that K-means algorithm gives good performance for the

Clusters Instances

database used for this study.
0 253 ( 84%)
1
47 ( 16%)
Log likelihood: -41.79124
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